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The definitive guide to building the most popular exterior construction project there is, Building a
Deck walks you through the entire process of creating a quality, custom deck: from the planning
stages, through construction, to the custom details that can make your deck one of a kind. This is
pro-level information carefully explained and presented so that a serious do-it-yourself can tackle
building a deck with confidence. In this edition of Taunton's Build Like a Pro series, home builder
and carpenter Scott Schuttner shares his tried-and-true techniques as well as a host of alternative
methods, all in step-by-step detail, to create a clear and thorough resource for serious
do-it-yourselfers and professionals alike. This book will bring you: valuable advice on the practical
side of building and design issues that will save you time and money in-depth information on the
trickier parts of the construction process, such as building foundations in severe climates, special
structural considerations, and customizing the deck professional tips and trade secrets for nearly
every step of the process
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Building a Deck (Build Like A Pro)My construction experience includes home additions, house
remodeling/renovation, and many indoor upgrades, but only one deck. So, when we decided to
replace our own old deck with one using the latest materials, a how-to book was in order. After
reviewing deck books at local stores, this one stood out as the most useful.Cons:- This book was
written in 2002 and needs a major revision to incorporate current building materials. For example,

the deck railing chapter talks mostly about building railings out of wood. The same is true for
decking, where almost the entire focus is on wood. The author devotes a page or so to Trex and a
few other materials available in 2002, but a host of newer products are now available. Today, there
are a wide variety of composite planking (plastics & wood) choices; all synthetic decking such as
Azek deck "boards"; PVC and perma-cast balusters; and metal-reinforced vinyl/PVC railing
(stainless steel cables, aluminum, steel).- The book explains attaching the top of a staircase to the
deck and methods for anchoring the stairs bottom to a concrete pad; without addressing the frost
heave issue. In my area, outside concrete pads frequently frost-heave upwards up to an inch by
mid-January. If the author's approach was used here, heaving would jack up the stair bottom,
weakening or destroying stairs-to-deck connections. This was inexplicable since the author
addresses the frost issue in other places.- There were a few techniques described that, lacking a
diagram or photograph, were too ambiguous to be useful.- One book can't cover every construction
scenario, but it was frustrating that it didn't cover some of the things I needed. E.g.

I've been researching decks and screen porches for the last few months, with the intention of
building a 16'X 34' elevated deck and screen porch on my home in Southern CT. I've done many
home construction project big and small; however, I'm not in the construction business. Scott
Schuttner's Build Like a Pro book on decks, is by far the best book on decks, period. It is clearly
superior to the other books I've read on the subject (and I've purchase over four of them and flipped
through a lot more). This one was really the only one I need to buy; unfortunately, I came across it
after studying the other books and still not feeling that I had a full understanding on deck
construction and design options. Schuttner's book lives up to its opening dedication: "...to all those
who desire to do the best they can."I though this book was significantly superior to other books in
the following ways: 1) Excellent descriptive text and photo detail. 2) The "Pro Tips" were
enlightening. 3) The comments made about the style and appearance of deck were very helpful. It
discusses what aspect of the deck are the better place to spend your money. For example, is it
better to spend more to install a unique floor pattern or on the railing detail? The book is loaded with
insightful design and construction stuff. For example, the different choices of railing design and
appearance. Other books had one or two railing designs the Build Like A Pro book had several.
These somewhat subjective but important insights weren't touched upon in the other books. 4) The
scope of this book was much broader than other books, while also being more detailed and
insightful.
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